Career Opportunity at AeroLogica Sdn Bhd

AeroLogica, a partner of National Aerospace & Defence Industries Sdn Bhd (NADI), is established to support the key strategic initiative of developing MRO and supply chain opportunities in the Asia Pacific high growth areas of ASEAN, China and India.

AeroLogica’s vision is to be a preferred supply chain solution provider with technology as the backbone which will consistently provide quality products and professional services that meet and exceed the customer’s requirement and expectation through continuous improvement of its products, services and the quality management system.

Through smart partnership with successful suppliers and technology solution providers in providing support to airlines, MROs, OEMs and Government customers to increase operational efficiency and minimize cost. AeroLogica will adopt leading-edge Integrated SCM Information Systems for an agile and rapid program management as a single point of contact for all our customers material management needs.

AeroLogica Sendirian Berhad was setup in 2012 in the aims to provide a consolidated Supply Chain Management, Aircraft Configuration Management and ICT services and configuration to the NADI Group of companies, resulting in an enhanced performance of logistics management. In line with NADI’s vision, the crucial backbone of all world-class Supply Chain practice is the element of the reliability and the speed of information disseminated across the organization. Accuracy of information is vital in supporting management in making decisions and the speed of dissemination of the information is therefore key to performance driven organizations.

NADI acknowledges this fact and pinpoints key to the supply chain is an implementation of a world-class information technology backbone. Information technology is the foundation of supply chain in which it can seamlessly integrate information across various departments in an organization. A consolidated information technology effort to IT department in NADI Group will streamline and provide leveraged ICT resources, resulting in improved human resource efficiencies and cost management. In accordance to this, AeroLogica will provide ICT services to NADI subsidiaries by providing optimum level of Supply Chain and ICT services.

For more info, please download attachment below:-
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